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Message #1 
10/12/07 04:33 AM 

MSNBCEastCoa... What do you think about Al Gore jointly winning the Nobel Peace Prize for his campaign to spread awareness about climate change?
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Message #2 
10/12/07 05:06 AM 

Dan Cantrell How could this nut case win that award? Did you watch it? He even had a segment in that show about him being a poor loser in the presidential race. 
The Nobel commission just stooped to a new low. Gore allows emotion to run his life. That is not what you want in a President!
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Message #3 
10/12/07 05:12 AM 

btree50 I agree with Dan, How can the Nobel prize go so low. The movie Gore put out is in direct opposition to how the man lives. Look at his homes, the 
amount of energy they use. How about the private jets he flys on? He is a typical politician, says whatever he needs to, so he can get to what he 
wants. 

And let's not forget, hes the man who invented the internet. He said so, so it must be right! 
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Message #4 
10/12/07 05:24 AM 

jr12866 This really does nothing to legitimize the Nobel prize, that's for sure.  I guess it just goes to show that education (on the part of the judges) is not a 
measure of true intelligence. 

  

To take a man who did nothing more than propagandize this issue but does nothing more than throw money into a company he owns to claim he pays 
for "carbon credits" is a real joke.  All I say is "what a hypocrite."  President Bush has done more on the "practice" of stemming global warming than 
Gore ever thought of.  Even my 8 year old - who was made to sit through that movie that just stops short of asking everyone to breathe less to stem 
carbon dioxide emissions - and who hears the stories of Gore's energy waste gets it.  He also thinks that Gore is a hypocrite.   
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Message #5 This message may contain profanity and has been hidden. 
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Message #6 
10/12/07 05:43 AM 

ohYeah May I say that the first three respondents to this forum and complete and total idiots.    
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Message #7 
10/12/07 05:46 AM 

Dig Dog The Nobel organization would have dared to award Gore the Nobel Prize for Physics but I'm sure reason assured them the howls of derision would have 
been heard for decades. Giving Gore the peace prize is tatamount to rewarding the use of fear mongering tactics and outright lies coupled with skewed 
science. 
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Message #8 
10/12/07 05:47 AM 

Dark Star Shows everyone how phoney this award Is when they pick a socialist bum living 

off his wife's money. Their "green" house uses more energy than a lot of 3rd world towns. 
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Message #9 
10/12/07 05:48 AM 

JPS Such as....
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Message #10 
10/12/07 05:49 AM 

btree50 ohyeah, you cant have your head stuck that far up your butt. Gore is a contradiction in what he says, his fortune was made by old tobacco.  

He wants you to do as he says, not as he does. 
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Message #11 
10/12/07 05:49 AM 

IpiTombi

... and the Nobel War Prize should be jointly awarded to GWBush, Cheney, and Halliburton.  Yeah, yeah!!!  
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Message #12 
10/12/07 05:50 AM 

happyat The Nobel Peace Prize has just been cheapened .  

Did Al Gore pay someone under the table for this prize ?  

Certainly there must have been others that deserved this prize more that Al. 

Just because he says something or writes something doesn't make it true folks ! 
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